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"Lee a good man." (Marina) 

"Lee didn't do nothing wrong." = (Marina) 

On 11/22/63 the Oswald family was taken into "Productive Custody’. 

While in protective Custody Marina told she would have to "cooperate if she wanted to stay in this 
Country. She was Threatened with "Deportation". ( t y in Volume | page 79) 
(Also testimony of Robert Oswald in Volume V page 41 

If Deported, Marina's two children June 7 Rachael would remain in the U S A because they were 
both American Citizens, 

Marina has since stated publicly that she was manipulated. 

After months of Protective Custody marina appeared before the Warren Commission and stated that 
she took the back yard photo of Lee with the rifle and, pistol on his hip. (CE 133-a) 

A problem arose when they showed her a second photo showing Lee with a rifle & pistol ina 
different pose. 

In an attempt to cooperate Marina said she must have pressed the button twice. 

The problem with that is that Imperial Reflex Camera required Advancing the film before taking any 
additional pictures or, you would have a “Double Exposure". 
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What are the odds of Lee walking over to qadvance the film and than walking back to the exact 
same spot, Marina resuming the exact same spot, the camer being placed in the exact same spot? 

See CE-133-a and CE-133-b Below. 

® * 
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More to come on the THIRD back yard photo. 

More to come on the authorities threatening to Deport Marina. 

Marina said in her testimony she was required to cooperate with authorities if she wanted to 
stay in this Country. Volume | page 79, 

~—__ neler, 
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ina’s two daughters June and, Rachael would remain in this Country because 
an citizens. 

ROUSE IUMREPESNPTPIRS ER position in his testimony. Volume I-410. 
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WHY wasn't Marina questioned further about recognizing Clay Shaw's photo? (Below) 
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